Ignorantia Legis
Neminem Excusat.
NOW bursts of passion sound,
And in every breast there thrills
The sweetest memories of the past,
While hope for future fills
Our souls with eager longing,
Expectancy and doubt;

Cares and sorrows quickly vanish
In the orchestra's wild rout,
The curtain slowly rises.
And the overture is done,

Attend ye, then, good people,
For the new play has begun.
Dedication Ode.

Floating adown the stream
We near the open sea.
Already we awaken from our dream,
Already face the stormy buffetings
Of cold reality.
On the wide ocean which before us spreads,
The wind of fate, tossing the mightiest kings,
The meaniest beggars, on the same wild wave,
Will drive us far asunder,
What can we do but wonder
At the strange fortunes—howsoever brave,
However weak we be—
Sure to befall us on that stormy sea?
That sea where some, alas! are speedily swept under.

Meantime, a few more days
Of youth’s sweet summer weather!
Then why—why should we not press close together,
Join hands of friendship, look back through the haze
That tinges all the past,
Tread once again those unforgotten ways,
And with glad courage greet
That future—lo! How beautiful her feet!
Who coming, proffers us, on noisy street,
On rude frontier—where’er our lot be cast—
The joy, perchance the sorrow, of better days.

The unforgotten ways! Who would forget,
Who would not cherish
The memories, though tangled, tainted, broken,
Which with the swift receding of the years
Slip from our souls and perish?
"Not yet," we say, "not yet,
Let us relinquish any precious token
Of that strong life, devoid of pain and fears,
That filled our earlier manhood! And the men—
The men themselves, who gave us comradeship,
Soon now to part, never to meet again—
These above all let us with loyal grip
Cling to while twilight deepens, and our day
Of brotherhood and gladness fades away."

This book recalls that past
And puts us all on record; from the vast
Deep of the years, which none can fully measure,
It gathers this sweet treasure,
Holds it within our reach
And offers all its fullness unto each.
And in the time to come,
Sitting perchance amid the joy of home,
While in the world without the tempest rages,
Reading we shall remember!
A tender warmth will breathe from time-stained pages,
And in the ashes of cold memory
Kindle each dying ember.
Then shall we see
Familiar faces rising
Out of time’s slow disguising,
And looking at us as they look to-day.
And we shall live these good times o’er again
In fellowship with faithful men
Until the fleeting vision melt away.

Go, then, O Book of ours,
Go forth on thy good errand, bearing
To each of us the gifts which time devours,
And also with clear voice declaring
To all the world besides that we
Have fought a worthy fight—
Have earned a place in that high servitude
Wherein strong men are free—
Free to contend for the triumph of the right,
To help the souls that struggle to do good,
And lift mankind into full liberty.

J. W. C.
JOHN MERLE COULTER, PH. D.

LATE CHANCELLOR LAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY.
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